Imagine risking everything you had to have your value appraised by a scout in a foreign country. After receiving the appraisal, you wait for someone to purchase your freedom at the expense of a percentage of your future earnings. This is the story of many Latin American players who travel to the United States in hopes of playing professional baseball. Depending on the player's country of origin, the risk is even greater. For example, given the tempestuous relationship between the United States This note is an analysis of MLB's policies and practices regarding recruitment in Latin America. It will analyze the challenges that Latin American prospects encounter, such as labor and contract issues, and examine how MLB has attempted to level the playing field between the players, clubs, and scouts. Despite MLB forming committees and implementing rules governing recruitment in Latin American countries, the integrity of the game is still compromised, as is evident by multiple investigations in 2014 involving Cuban smuggling rings. The issue surrounding the recruitment of Latin American players is whether MLB's interests can be promoted while protecting players' interests, without sacrificing freedom of contract. The purpose of this note is to suggest ways in which the federal government can collaborate with MLB to develop better recruiting practices in Latin American countries.
As an integral part of America's social fabric, baseball has been linked to the cultural ideal of Americanism. 12 However, the 2015 Opening Day roster showed that 26.5% of players were born outside of the United States and its territories. 13 Of that percentage, the majority of players are from Latin American countries.
14 As the number of Latin American baseball players increases, the less MLB can ignore the exploitation employed by its clubs to recruit these players. 15 The globalization of baseball evidences just how critical Latin American talent is to MLB's economic system. 16 
II. GLOBALIZATION OF BASEBALL
Prior to the integration with the Negro Baseball League, Caucasian athletes were the sole participants in MLB. 17 However, as baseball globalized, it became more culturally diverse and Latin America developed into a goldmine for major league recruiting. 18 Today, some of the most prominent up and coming players are from Latin America. 19 
A. History of American Baseball
Baseball is America's beloved pastime. 20 Abner Doubleday, a New Yorker, was mistakenly credited with inventing the game in 1839. 21 However, the origins of baseball date back to the 18th century with English games like rounders and cricket. 22 Baseball became more popular in industrialized cities during the American Revolution. 23 The 
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game was introduced in Cuba in the late 1800s, where it gained instant popularity and spread throughout Central America and the Caribbean.
24
The first players union in baseball was formed in 1885 in response to baseball's reserve clause 25 and the growing movement to cap players' salaries. 26 Proving unsuccessful, later attempts to organize players were made in 1900 with the Players' Protective Association, in 1912 with the Fraternity of Professional Baseball Players of America, and in 1946 with the American Baseball Guild. 27 However, none of the efforts were sufficient to end the reserve clause. 28 In 1968, the players regrouped and organized the Major League Baseball Players Association (the "MLBPA"). 29 That same year, the MLBPA negotiated its first Collective Bargaining Agreement ("CBA"). 30 This milestone was critical to the advent of free agency rights.
31
In an effort to combat free agency and restrict salary growth, baseball clubs sought to limit players' rights to sign with another club at the expiration of their individual contracts. 32 [Vol. 25.3 club owners began sharing player information to restrain salaries, which led to the MLBPA filing grievances against the owners alleging collusion between 1986 and 1988. 34 Prevailing on all three cases, the parties settled for $280 million in 1990. 35 Four years later, owners again attempted to break the players' union and reduce pay and benefits, which resulted in a 232-day strike. 36 The strike forced owners to rescind the unilateral changes of free agency and salary arbitration.
37 Players used labor law as an effective means of increasing contractual freedoms. 38 The resulting 1996 CBA brought peace, sustained salary increase, and a search for new, cheap talent. Baseball was first introduced in Lain America in the nineteenth century. 40 Initially, baseball was seen as a potential way to strengthen North-South relations during the time of U.S. foreign military presence in Latin America.
41 U.S. military occupation and involvement in Latin American countries led to servicemen teaching the game to locals. 42 In the 1880s, Esteban Bellán, also known as Steve Bellán, and Vincent Nava, also known as Sandy Nava, became the first two Latin Americans to play baseball in the U.S. 43 Due to the segregation system, Bellán and Nava played under the auspice of Spanish, rather than Cuban and 
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Mexican. 44 Latino players' entry into the majors depended largely on the color of their skin due to racial segregation that baseball leagues implemented in the 1880s. 45 If the player's skin was light, he was welcomed. 46 This system left dark-skinned Latino players with two options: (1) play in the Negro Leagues or (2) play on teams in their native countries. 47 In the late nineteenth century, a transnational baseball circuit developed that enabled the spread of the game and a network between the U.S. and Latin American baseball leagues and players. 48 In addition to the attraction of a warmer climate, African American ballplayers were also drawn by opportunities in Latin America that were not available in the U.S. 49 By the 1940s, approximately half of the top African American and darker-skinned Cuban ballplayers left the U.S. to play in Latin America. 50 Once the game became integrated in 1947, the attraction to American baseball resurfaced and increased. 51 By the time of the 1996 CBA, the use of litigation, free agency, and collective bargaining enabled ballplayers to level the playing field of contract negotiations. 52 Ultimately, the tactics employed by ballplayers in the U.S. led MLB to expand recruitment to Latin America.
53
For scouts, Latin America was essentially an untapped source of inexpensive talent. 54 Furthermore, labor laws in these regions typically favored MLB club owners. 55 In the later part of the twentieth century, teams established baseball academies, which allowed them to access 44 [Vol. 25.3
Latin American players before they entered the draft. 56 Likewise, Latin American players were drawn to the U.S. and Canada with promises of tremendous economic opportunities that far surpassed those offered in their native lands, and a chance to play professional baseball. 57 The treatment of Latin American players as commodities favors the neocolonialist tradition of U.S. business practices throughout the region. 58 For prospective players in Latin America, the recruiting system is unstructured and essentially unregulated, as compared to their North American and Asian counterparts. 59 Thus, the question is whether the imbalance of bargaining power between MLB scouts and owners relative to Latin American players can be corrected through the collaborative work of MLB and government that protects players' interests in the context of recruiting, without the affecting freedom of contract.
III. REGULATIONS ON FOREIGN RECRUITING
Under the Major League Constitution, the Commissioner has the authority to investigate and sanction individual and club infractions. In addition to general issues regarding international recruitment, the Committee is tasked with determining the appropriate age at which international amateur athletes are allowed to sign with professional teams. 64 Further, the Committee develops effective strategies to provide undrafted or unsigned Latin American players with an opportunity to continue their development. 65 Considering that MLB faces varying difficulties recruiting from certain countries, most of the "(b) To investigate, either upon complaint or upon the Commissioner's own initiative, any act, transaction or practice charged, alleged or suspected to be not in the best interests of the national game of Baseball, with authority to summon persons and to order the production of documents, and, in case of refusal to appear or produce, to impose such penalties as are hereinafter provided [ Committee's discussions are conducted on a country-by-country basis.
66
Despite the Committee's ambitious agenda, lack of information regarding the Committee's plans and implementations suggests that little has been done to combat the long-standing issues surrounding Major League Baseball's recruiting practices in Latin America. 67 
IV. MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL'S RECRUITMENT ABUSES: CHILD LABOR AND CONTRACT ISSUES
The socioeconomic inequalities that exist in Latin America constitute an important element in analyzing labor exploitations by MLB.
68
Recruiting practices in Latin America have created a profitable market in young talented players who come from impoverished areas and lack good counsel. 69 This system risks the opportunity for players to be legitimately developed and scouted. In 1999, the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights reported that the most serious issue the Dominican Republic faced was children dropping out of school to join the workforce. 72 Title II of the Labor Code of the Dominican Republic prohibits children under the age of fourteen from working. 73 
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being taken of advantage of by shady scouts, which ultimately threatens the integrity of baseball.
75
MLB has operated baseball academies throughout Latin America for years. 76 The purpose of these academies is to hone recruits' skills and prepare them for MLB. 77 Buscónes, or street agents, operate facilities that mimic those operated by MLB clubs. 78 Although MLB has yet to recognize an official relationship with buscónes, players are often unofficially recruited by buscónes and train at their facilities before entering MLB baseball academies. 79 On the surface, baseball academies benefit both MLB and the country in which the academy is located. 80 For recruits, they are provided with basic necessities and an education that is specifically tailored to assist them in adapting to life in America. 81 For recruits lucky enough to go the major leagues, the system enables them to effectively escape poverty. 82 However, those not as lucky return home without a practical education. 83 The wealth of talent coming from Latin America cannot be ignored, but neither can the lack of regulation that effectively protects Latin American recruits. 84 Despite child labor's integral role in economies worldwide, Congress sought to limit it in the U.S. by passing the Fair Labor Standards Act in 1938. 85 Baseball organizations were granted an exclusive period of thirty days to determine whether they wanted to sign the player.
91 At the conclusion of the period, if the team decided against signing the player, he would have to leave the baseball academy. 92 Consequently, baseball academies would no longer be able to develop players who were fourteen and fifteen-years-old.
93 Venezuela adopted this rule some two decades later. 94 Previously, a team would train children that young at the team's facility, sometimes for as long as two years, which allowed teams to circumvent any rule or regulation that prohibited teams from signing players younger than sixteen-years-old. 95 MLB did not prohibit organizations from training players younger than sixteen at the baseball academies or keeping them for an extended period.
96
Prior to MLB's age limit restrictions, baseball organizations seemingly had no boundaries in regard to age limit. 97 98 While the Blue Jays were not particularly eager to sign Kelly, the team felt compelled to do so because there were multiple other clubs showing interest. 99 Although he never made it to the major leagues, he was the youngest player to ever sign with a major league organization. 100 MLB's rule that prohibited teams from signing players under the age of sixteen was known in the industry as the "Jimy Kelly Rule." 101 Kelly's contract with the Toronto Blue Jays effectively served as the event that terminated child labor in Latin American baseball, and effectively in MLB. 102 While players from Puerto Rico, Canada, and the United States are required to be eighteen years old to enter a draft, players from Latin American countries are not subject to the same age requirement because they do not enter Major League Baseball through the draft. 103 With respect to baseball academies, children in the Dominican Republic can enter as young as twelve. 104 To avoid MLB's regulations, some teams hide prospects at remote training facilities to prevent the players from signing with other teams or finding an agent who would demand an increase in payment. 105 (1) High school players who have graduated from high school, but have not attended college or junior (or community) college; (2) College players who attend four-year colleges and have either completed their junior or senior years or are at least 21-years-old; and (3) Students who attend junior (or community) college, regardless of how many years of school they have completed).
103. Zimmer, supra note 56, at 419, 420; OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER OF BASEBALL, supra note 56, at MLR 3(a)(1)(B) (providing that a player who is not under contract with a Major League Baseball team and not subject to the draft can be signed to any team if (1) he is seventeen years old at the time of signing, or (2) he is at least sixteen years old at the time of signing and will be seventeen either by (i) the end of the baseball season in which he signed or (ii) September 1 of the year he signs).
104. 
ii. Age and Identity Fraud
To understand the dynamics between MLB and Latin American players, there must be an understanding of the recruiting process of Latin American players and the profit motive for these players.
107 MLB's rule that excludes Latin American players from the draft allows Latin American players to start their baseball careers as free agents and creates loopholes for their recruitment.
108 Age and identity fraud is a common practice among Latin American baseball hopefuls because players desire to be more marketable. 109 As a survival tactic, players change their names and age without a thought because buscónes tell players that major league teams will pay more for younger players. 110 Athletes are encouraged to assume fake identities because clubs may pay a player who is sixteen years old $100,000 or more than it would pay a player who is just a year older. 111 The older the prospect, the more he is devalued.
112 While the common practice of falsifying documents may give the illusion that it is easy to assume a fake identity, or perhaps it is a 
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deal only between the buscón and the prospect, sometimes, school and hospital personnel are also involved.
113
In an effort to counter the issues of age and identity fraud, MLB started using genetic testing on Latin American players.
114 MLB would require a player to pay for the testing and would reimburse him only if the results matched the information on his documentation. 115 However, the passing of the Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act of 2008 (GINA) called into question the legality of MLB's use of genetic testing in its investigations. 116 In addition to making it illegal for employers to use genetic information to make decisions about employment, GINA also prohibited employers from requesting, requiring, or purchasing a potential or current employee's genetic information, or that of his or her family members.
117 Despite the mixed views on MLB's use of genetic testing, it did enable MLB to identify multiple players who falsified their documents, which ultimately saved baseball clubs millions. [Vol. 25.3
Fausto Carmona of the Cleveland Indians
On January 19, 2012, Roberto Heredia Hernández, better known as Fausto Carmona, was arrested in Santo Domingo for using a false name and birth date when he tried to apply for a visa using the false identity. 119 Hernández, a pitcher for the Cleveland Indians, reportedly changed his name in 2003, and listed his birthdate to appear three years younger.
120
According to a representative for the Indians, the team was unaware of Hernández's true identity and age when it first signed him in 2000. 121 The then general manager for the team admitted that thorough background investigations were not conducted during that time. 122 Consequently, the Indians placed Hernández on a restricted list, 123 which meant that the team conveniently did not have to pay his multi-milliondollar salary until he was allowed to join the team in the United States. 
Miami Marlins Reliever Formerly Known as Leo Nunez
Juan Carlos Oviedo, commonly known as Leo Nunez, was arrested and charged with using a false identity on official documents in December 2011. 125 Oviedo was arrested in the Dominican Republic when he was attempting to apply for a visa under his real name. 126 In an effort to receive more money, and at the insistence of a coach, Oviedo assumed the identity of a friend who is a year younger. 127 129 Oviedo was later released and not charged because of his cooperation in a larger investigation, which lead to the arrest and prosecution of the man who helped Nunez falsify his documents. 130 
iii. 2014 Age and Identity Investigations
During the summer of 2014, the Department of Homeland Security and the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) investigated the smuggling of Cuban baseball players into the U.S. 131 The investigations, also known as Operation Safety Squeeze and Operation Boys of Summer, initially targeted smugglers, financiers, and the handlers that assisted in the smuggling rings in its initial stages. 132 The investigations centered on whether MLB teams and office officials had willfully ignored the criminal activity that enabled teams to sign Cuban players. 133 Agents also investigated whether club officials and employees played a more direct part in the smuggling of Cuban players, such as by funding the smuggling operations or paying smugglers for the opportunity to connect with players. 134 Over the course of these investigations and since, MLB and its franchises have maintained that they are simply innocent bystanders who have no involvement with the smuggling operations that deliver the players to their field. 135 128. Associated Press, Miami Marlins' Leo Nunez Apologizes, ESPN (Dec. 9, 2011), http://espn.go.com/mlb/story/_/ id/7336000/miami-marlins-leo-nunez-apologizesusing-fake-name-age.
129 137 As a whole, Latin American countries have made substantial progress by expanding relations with other countries, spreading democracy, and mobilizing more of the population. 138 However, individual countries have failed to significantly reduce poverty and inequality. 139 Consequently, these are areas of major concern to Latin American governments and citizens. 140 Baseball recruitment is a reflection of the economic and inequality status of some Latin American countries.
141
While high school athletes in the U.S. occasionally relocate for more exposure, 142 Latin American athletes are happy to relocate to be taken care of and get an education while learning a skill with great earning potential. 143 Despite the increase in the annual per capita income over the last decade, the projected increase in the unemployment rate in Latin 145 Supporters of MLB's recruiting practices in Latin American countries like the Dominican Republic contend that American baseball affords the players an opportunity to provide significant financial assistance to their families. 146 While baseball can make a positive impact from a financial perspective, the players, many of whom are children when they become first involved with baseball scouts and clubs, are not afforded the same protection as their American counterparts.
147
Exploitation is rooted in an inequality of bargaining power. 148 The basis for determining each party's power in a negotiation relies more on the dependence of each party on the other, rather than how powerful each party purports to be. 149 This power typically involves a relationship where it flows from the more dependent party to the less dependent party. 150 In addition to assessing alternatives, which afford the parties leverage, a more accurate power calculus also considers what each party can offer and do to the other. 151 Professor Richard Shell called these powers "positive leverage" and "negative leverage."
152 For the purposes of this article, "negative leverage" will not be discussed. Positive leverage, which is needs-based, arises when one party has the ability to satisfy the other's needs. 153 Given the economic position of most Latin American prospects, baseball scouts and teams have an obvious leverage region's urban employment rate-which refers to the relationship between the employed population and the total number of people who are of working age-is forecast for a third consecutive year").
145. [Vol. 25.3 when negotiating contracts. 154 The rules and regulations governing the recruitment of Latin American players have created an opportunity for these players to be exploited.
C. Exploitation
For Latin American recruits, American baseball provides shelter, and a salary potential that would be unattainable otherwise. 156 However, this is overshadowed by the treatment many receive prior to their enrollment in MLB academies. 157 As early as their preteen years, baseball prospects are trained by buscónes, who may encourage these children to forgo a formal education to focus on baseball full-time. 158 Unlike players in the U.S., Latin American players are not encouraged to have a backup plan in case a professional team does not recruit them. 159 Because MLB does not contract with buscónes and it purportedly has no official relationship with them, MLB and its affiliates do not regulate buscónes' dealings with the players. 160 The buscón system, which is essentially unstructured and unregulated, exposes recruits to shady, opportunistic scouts. 161 Historically, a buscón would work with one major league team to hunt, train, and develop promising athletes, and direct them to that team. 162 Despite the absence of an official relationship, major league teams often paid buscónes a finder's fee or commission if they signed the player. 163 From an economic perspective, the buscón system is efficient in that it allows major league teams to thoroughly scout Latin American Talent   719 countries for promising talent, at minimal costs. 164 Further, unlike sports agents, a buscón's representation of a player ends at signing. 165 Once negotiations have commenced, the buscón is focused on the signing bonus. 166 If negotiations are successful, the player typically pays the buscón a percentage of the bonus, which sometimes totals as much as 50 percent. 167 The exploitative system surrounding the recruitment of Latin American players is rooted in the inequality of bargaining power between the players and major league teams, and fostered by MLB's ineffective regulations and investigations of the paths that lead the players to its doorstep. 168 The 2012-2016 Basic Agreement represented a major shift in attitude regarding MLB's recruiting practices in Latin America. 169 However, how the system continues to function suggests that MLB is not equipped to effectively regulate this area. 170 When Bay Area Laboratory Co-operative (BALCO) was initially investigated, threats of legislation spurred MLB to seriously consider its issue of players using steroids, and implement an effective drug testing policy. 171 Regulation developed by the joint efforts of MLB and government that governs MLB's recruiting practices in Latin America may have the same positive effect.
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V. REGULATION FOR THE BUSCÓN SYSTEM IN LATIN AMERICA
As a matter of interdependence between Latin America and American baseball, MLB is in the unique position to counteract corruption, and curtail conduct that is detrimental to the general welfare of the game. [Vol. 25.3
However, MLB's casual attitude toward policing itself suggests that it has no real interest in improving its practices, 173 and thus, government involvement is warranted. While this attitude may be the result of years of preferential treatment from U.S. courts and Congress, 174 past investigations imply that MLB is not totally out of the federal government's reach. 175 For the most part, the connection between Latin American recruits and professional baseball is initially developed through buscónes because they are able to access players earlier than allowed under MLB's rules. 176 Despite the controversial nature of the buscón system and MLB's denial of an official relationship, buscónes save MLB time and money by supplying it with players who have been training in academies since they were twelve years old.
177 While MLB may not have direct involvement in the controversy, it has been an enabler by having knowledge of buscónes' wrongdoings and doing nothing to discourage it. In 2004, the Dominican Republic government sought to regulate buscónes in an effort to combat recurring issues of exploitation and fraud. 179 In addition to limiting buscónes' fees, the law would also require them to register with the government with the potential to lose their license for illegal behavior.
180 Further, the law would limit the duration of the contracts that players could sign so to limit the amount players would have to pay buscónes. 181 Although the legislation did not specifically mention an age requirement, it is likely that it would discourage training children under a certain age because buscónes would While the bill was passed, the regulation was not enforced.
183
The 2009 Alderson Report ("the Alderson Report") suggested that MLB develop a plan to urge the Dominican Republic government to enact and implement legislation that regulates buscónes' conduct and imposed heavy fines on violators. 184 The Alderson Report also proposed a collaborative effort between the Office of the Commissioner and lobbyists in the Dominican Republic in preparation of the legislation and discussions about it. 185 Third, the Alderson Report suggested that the Office of the Commissioner requests the assistance of the U.S. Embassy in the Dominican Republic for any assistance the U.S. government could provide.
186 Finally, the Alderson Report recommended that MLB's Department of Investigations ("DOI") create an electronic database that contained biographical and business information on each buscón that registered.
187
Possibly one of the main reasons why the 2004 law was not effective is due to lack of incentive for MLB and buscónes and that it disfavored MLB club owners. 188 The market for Latin American talent is primarily created through buscónes and supported by MLB. 189 If MLB refused recruits from buscónes, buscónes would have no real financial incentive.
190 Thus, while the main focus should be on protecting Latin American players, legislation should also be drafted in favor of maintaining the financial incentives of MLB and buscónes. 191 Given that MLB is a large part of the Dominican Republic's economic revenue, it is in a favorable position to influence government decisions. 192 To ensure both interests are acknowledged, the Dominican Republic government should form a committee consisting of mostly government officials and personnel from the Office of the Commissioner. 193 This would reduce the chances of unfavorable legislation for MLB and ultimately, buscónes.
194
Registration under the current law should require the same information suggested for the proposed database in the Alderson Report. 195 Specifically, the database should include information on which players and teams are working with which buscónes. 196 The database could also be used to track any complaints made about a buscón's conduct, which will assist the government in conducting investigations. 197 For buscónes, mandatory registration would level the playing field amongst them for access to player and team information.
198
For MLB, a database would assist teams in determining which buscónes to work with when recruiting. 199 Alternatively, registration could be voluntary, as suggested in the Alderson Report. 200 Voluntary registration should require adherence to strict standards, and violators would be removed in order to protect the integrity of the database. 201 To encourage registration, the Dominican Republic government could implement a tax break for buscónes and MLB club owners or provide funding for player development. 202 An expected criticism is that a new Dominican Republic government regulation would intrude on another facet of private business practices. 203 government and the Office of the Commissioner will lessen the likelihood of resistance. 204 The government's role will be neither novel nor overpowering. 205 Legislation regulating the buscón system was passed in 2004. 206 Furthermore, the proposed legislation is more statutory oversight than a complete federal takeover.
B. Regulating Baseball Academies and Emphasizing the Importance of Education
The government is the primary institution responsible for remedying the education system in Latin American countries. 208 In addition to funding, it is responsible for the quality of education received by students. 209 For example, in the Dominican Republic primary education is free and compulsory; however, it is basic by western standards and students are not prepared to continue to the next level of education.
210
Even though students can attend college for free, few students from poorer areas manage to complete the prerequisite education levels.
211
Although an increase in government spending on education suggests the prioritization of education, 212 when compared to baseball, it is not a main priority for Latin American youth.
[Vol. 25.3 In Latin America, baseball academies are either owned by MLB teams or operated independently by buscónes. 214 The primary purpose of the academies is to hone players' skills and prepare them to acclimate to life in the U.S. 215 Additionally, academies run by MLB teams provide education-based programs that help prepare players for life after their baseball careers. 216 Academies operated by buscónes do not have the same resources, and thus, cannot provide players with the same quality of education. 217 Although academies owned by MLB teams answer to the Office of the Commissioner, there is currently no regulation in place that governs baseball academies ran by buscónes.
218
In regard to baseball academies, the Alderson Report primarily focused on the issues of age and identity fraud. 219 However, it was Alderson who introduced the idea of an education initiative, which MLB implemented in 2010. 220 In addition to hiring a full-time educational coordinator, MLB commissioned a study to analyze the educational programs and challenges of the different MLB team academies. 221 Recently, MLB had a workshop at which representatives from MLB team academies met with MLB employees in the Dominican Republic to discuss possible educational programs. 222 The workshop successfully enabled MLB to identify several goals aimed at improving the academies' educational standards and ways to implement the changes.
223
Academies run by buscónes should be encouraged to implement a similar education initiative. 224 The education initiative for academies ran by buscónes should begin with a required curriculum. 225 Given the poor quality of education 
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received by prospects in buscón-operated academies, the curriculum should be developed by the government. 226 Despite baseball academies' status as private institutions, meaning the government does not fund them, there should be strict education standards to which all academies must adhere.
227 While primarily the government should determine the required subjects, MLB personnel and representatives from MLB team academies could provide a different perspective on educating ballplayers.
228
In addition to courses on English, reading, writing, general life skills, computer skills, and adapting to life in the U.S., the curriculum should include courses on mathematics, history and science. 229 The purpose of these courses is to produce well-rounded athletes, which will ultimately lead to better prospects and players for MLB. 230 The government and MLB can partially fund these programs.
231
Buscónes will be incentivized by the increased likelihood of their players' success. 232 For its academies, MLB should prohibit teams from recruiting players who have not finished high school, as is the rule for players in the U.S.
233
Considering MLB's ability to provide recruits with an education and the age of recruits when they come to the academies, education should take priority. 234 Recruits should spend the majority of the day in classes and a few hours a day practicing or doing team workouts. 235 Alternatively, courses could be held on certain days, while practices could be held on others with a break during the week or weekend. [Vol. 25.3
Additionally, the contracts players sign when they enter the academies should include a provision regarding school performance. 237 Fortunately, MLB and the government have the resources to provide players with the tools to succeed both physically and academically. 238 Thus, poor performance in school should result in less time in practice. 239 If the poor performance continued, the player should face suspension, or possibly expulsion.
C. Curtailing the Problems of Age and Identity Fraud
After the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, the U.S. increased border security, which led to discoveries that several players from Latin America had falsified their documents. 241 However, despite this, MLB's identity fraud problem is unabated. 242 Although the background investigations conducted have been more thorough in recent years, which have led to clubs saving money, there are still many players who receive millions in a signing bonus, and are later determined to have falsified their documents. 243 Consequently, the players are unable to obtain a visa to enter into the U.S., and the clubs are unable to get any return on their investment in the players. In an attempt to get more organized, MLB began registering prospects a few years ago at its showcases. 245 246 This information, which is probably not verified by MLB, is usually used to send prospects and their families general information and news about MLB. 247 Although it helps MLB to track prospect registration, because players' initial exposure to professional baseball begins with training at academies, MLB should verify age and identity starting then, when the information is probably more concrete. 248 The Alderson Report recommended that recruits be required to register with MLB's Dominican Republic Office ("DRO") upon their first point of contact with an MLB team, which is typically an invitation to tryout at an academy, but could also be the negotiation between a player's buscón and a team. 249 This policy would prohibit MLB teams from inviting a recruit to an overnight stay or multiple-day tryout, or engaging in contract negotiations, until the recruit registered with the DRO. The Alderson Report also suggested disallowing players who were suspended for falsifying their age and identity from participating in tryouts held during their suspension. 250 Additionally, the Alderson Report recommended that players and buscónes sign a declaration attesting to the player's age and identity and that no individual or organization was paid anything of value in connection with the registration or signing.
251
Players' biological information should be collected and stored in a central database and they should be required to bring proper proof of age and identity when they first register with an MLB team.. 252 As there have been instances when a hospital or school has been involved in age and identity fraud, the required documentation should come directly from either a hospital or school with proof of the documents' authenticity.
253
Schools and hospitals should be subject to penalties for any participation in age and identity fraud. 254 All of this information, including players'
